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Valid for users that have LEM For users do not have LEM

Price Price

Main Pack

Tiger Wings Main Pack (1 User) 4,140 -

User Increase

Tiger Wings User Increase +2 3,430 3,780

Tiger Wings User Increase +5 5,950 6,550

Tiger Wings User Increase +10 10,750 11,830

Tiger Wings User Increase +20 20,690 22,760

Tiger Wings User Increase +50 42,930 47,230

Options

Tiger Wings Distribution Management 2,160 2,380

Tiger Wings Offer Management 2,160 2,380

Tiger Wings Configuration Management 740 820

Tiger Wings Fiscal Consolidation 2,160 2,380

Tiger Wings Foreign Trade 2,770 3,050

Retail

Tiger Wings Retail 1,120 1,240

Tiger Wings Barcode Label Design and Printing 400 440

Language Pack

Tiger Wings Language Pack 2,970 3,270

Logo Tiger Wings international suggested price list (one-time) 
Valid from January 20, 2022

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-

binding by Logo.

All our prices are in USD.

Prices may differ depending on valid Logo Enterprise Membership (LEM) contracts in progress, except for the main package and transitional package prices.

LEM is a subscription system that provides the latest version of the products used, new features added and performance improvements, and enables special prices for 

user increase, employee increase and modules to be purchased.

For main package purchases, 1-year LEM is free of charge. For product transition purchases;

• In free and paid transitions within the same segment, LEM validity of the previous product is transferred in a way that will be maintained in the new product (with the 

same start and end dates).

• In paid transitions to the upper segment, 1-year free LEM is given for the new product (as of the date of transition to the new product).

LEM validity period is 1-year, renewal date will start from the end date of the previous LEM.

Users who regularly renew LEM before or within 30 days of the end date, have the chance to renew LEM at reduced prices by benefit from loyalty discount.

Product Description

If LEM validity is expired; additional modules, user increase and employee increase bought “by the valid prices for users have LEM”, cannot not be installed.

LEM must be renewed within 30 days of the end date. During this period if LEM is not renewed, users will be charged with an additional 10% delay fee.

LEM price is calculated by the latest configuration (main package, module, user/employee increase) in the product. User increases are included in the LEM price 

calculation from the moment they are purchased. LEM price calculation for optional modules is made by taking into consideration the next end date of LEM. For each 

module 1-year after its purchase, the period between the end of the 1-year and the end date of the new Standard LEM is checked and the remaining months are included 

in the LEM price calculation.

Logo Business Partner’s service fees such as technical support and product installation are not included in LEM prices.

Products that are discontinued by Logo are not included in LEM calculation.

The training prices may differ depending on countries, please contact your business partner for the training fees.

Product related trainings are provided by certified Logo Business Partners. Demands such as Identification, customization and reporting are evaluating separately

It is highly recommended that training and support services to be obtained only from authorized Logo Business Partners which can be found at Logo web site 

(www.logo.com.tr/en) and certified training specialists.

Logo Tiger Wings Suggested Price List  Valid from January 20, 2022.



Valid for users that have LEM For users do not have LEM

Price Price

Management Decision Support Systems

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise (1 User) 1,970 2,170

User Increase

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User Increase +2 790 870

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User Increase +5 1,320 1,460

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User Increase +10 2,310 2,550

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User Increase +20 3,930 4,330

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User Increase +50 6,270 6,900

Transitions

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator 1,190 1,310

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator User Increase +2 470 520

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator User Increase +5 820 910

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator User Increase +10 1,390 1,530

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator User Increase +20 2,390 2,630

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Navigator User Increase +50 3,780 4,160

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Performa XLSmart Pro
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16. Logo Mind Navigator is available only in English and Turkish.

Distribution Management includes delivery and packaging functionalities.

Foreign Trade includes Import and Export modules.

User-independent modules' user numbers are limited by the Tiger Wings user number.

40% discount will be applied on Logo Mind Navigator Price List.

Product Description

─ Explanations

Logo Tiger Wings solution can be used as a hybrid via desktop and / or web browser.

• The number of users in the system is controlled by “Named User” counting model. These controls are made through the definition of the terminal, control is provided 

from a counting area on the number of times a user can open the product on the desktop side, and the user can open the product according to this number.

• Each time a user is logged by the system, it is deducted from the total number of users. the solution can be used by two different companies at the same time but this 

way two users will be counted in the system.

Up-to-date LEM users can switch to Tiger Wings(one time) from GO 3 and Tiger 3.  The price difference of main pack, user increase and modules between existing 

product and upgraded product are charged. If users do not have up-to-date LEM, before upgrade, they should update their LEM. If the end date of “Overdue LEM” is 

more than 30 days ahead of the order date, it is enough to purchase Overdue LEM alone. If the end date of Overdue LEM is closer than 30 days from the order date, 

Standart LEM should also be purchased. 

Tiger Wings transition from terminated ERP solutions

Invoice of the product that is upgraded and the disclaimer contract should be delivered to Logo.

LEM price is calculated by taking 13% of all current license price of products, user increase and options.

Tiger Wings transition from up-to-date ERP solutions

─ Product training explanations

─ Additional products and services

The terminated ERP solutions' users (except GO 3 and Tiger 3) can transite to Tiger Wings (one-time). 

Transition fee is calculated by taking 30% of Tiger Wings (one time) price list.

─ Options

─ LEM

Invoice of the product that is upgraded and the disclaimer contract should be delivered to Logo.

Tiger Wings includes; Material Management, Procurement Management, Sales Management (Campaign), Finance Management, General Ledger, Fixed Asset 

Management, Serial-lot Numbering, Stock Location Tracking, Inflation Accounting, Additional Tax (SCT), Demand Management, Collateral Management, Task Scheduler, 

Management Console, Work Flow, Project Tracking, BI Basic, Webmaster, Practical Table and Pivot Reports, Report Generator and Interface Customization Features.

Tiger Wings software and hardware requirements are specified in 'System Requirements' document. This document can be reached by "Logo Business Partners"

User increases that are added onto basic packages individually or consecutively to increase users. Example: 6 users are obtained when “+5 users” increase is installed 

onto Tiger Wings main package. There is no need to buy any user increase if it is not specified in the list for the options that are used with the sets.

The data base fee is not included. The Microsoft® SQL Server® and the Oracle update versions are supported.

The main pack is available in English, Turkish and one-preffered language. If the users wish, Arabic, Azeri, Persian and Russian language pack/s except these can be 

purchased. 

Language Pack Price is valid for only one language. Example; Valid LEM owners should pay 2.970x2=5.940 USD for Arabic and Persian Language Packs both.

Tiger Wings and its options can be used by maximum 51 users. Tiger Wings main package includes 1 user.

Logo Tiger Wings Suggested Price List  Valid from January 20, 2022.
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Product Description Monthly Yearly

Tiger Wings / User

Tiger Wings User 30 300

Options

Tiger Wings Distribution Management 65 650

Tiger Wings Offer Management 65 650

Tiger Wings Configuration Management 25 250

Tiger Wings Fiscal Consolidation 65 650

Tiger Wings Foreign Trade 85 850

Retail

Tiger Wings Retail 35 350

Tiger Wings Barcode Label Design and Printing 15 150

Language Pack

Tiger Wings Language Pack 90 900

Transitions

Tiger Wings Transition User 15 150

Management Decision Support Systems

Tiger Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise User 30 300
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Logo Tiger Wings international suggested price list (subscription) 

Valid from January 20, 2022

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-

binding by Logo.

All our prices are in USD.

Tiger Wings can be purchased as monthly or yearly payment. Main pack, user increase and moduls monthly and yearly prices are specified in price list.

─ Explanations
Tiger Wings and its options can be used by maximum 51 users. Tiger Wings main package includes 1 user.

The training prices may differ depending on countries, please contact your business partner for the training fees.

Product related trainings are provided by certified Logo Business Partners. Demands such as identification, customization and reporting are evaluating separately.

It is highly recommended that training and support services to be obtained only from authorized Logo Business Partners which can be found at Logo web site 

(www.logo.com.tr/en) and certified training specialists.

Tiger Wings includes; Material Management, Procurement Management, Sales Management (Campaign), Finance Management, General Ledger, Fixed Asset 

Management, Serial-lot Numbering, Stock Location Tracking, Inflation Accounting, Additional Tax (SCT), Demand Management, Collateral Management, Task Scheduler, 

Management Console, Work Flow, Project Tracking, BI Basic, Webmaster, Practical Table and Pivot Reports, Report Generator and Interface Customization Features.

Tiger Wings software and hardware requirements are specified in 'System Requirements' document. This document can be reached by "Logo Business Partners"

Logo Tiger Wings solution can be used as a hybrid via desktop and / or web browser.

• The number of users in the system is controlled by “Named User” counting model. These controls are made through the definition of the terminal, control is provided 

from a counting area on the number of times a user can open the product on the desktop side, and the user can open the product according to this number.

• Each time a user is logged by the system, it is deducted from the total number of users. the solution can be used by two different companies at the same time but this 

way two users will be counted in the system.

Users who make an annual agreement for the Tiger Wings main pack will have an annual subscription license. Additional user increase or/and module purchase fee 

within one year is calculated with "yearly prices/12*months to subscription renewal period" and is added to main pack licence.  

The data base fee is not included. The Microsoft® SQL Server® and the Oracle update versions are supported.

Logo Tiger Wings Suggested Price List  Valid from January 20, 2022.
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17. Logo Mind Navigator is available only in English and Turkish.

User-independent modules' user numbers are limited by the Tiger Wings user number.

The main pack is available in English, Turkish and one-preffered language. If the users wish, Arabic, Azeri, Persian and Russian language pack/s except these can be 

purchased. 

Language Pack Price is valid for only one language. Example; Valid LEM owners should pay 900x2=1.800 USD for Arabic and Persian Language Packs both per yearly.

─ Options
Distribution Management includes delivery and packaging functionalities.

Up-to-date LEM users can switch to Tiger Wings (subscription) from GO 3 and Tiger 3, Go Wings (one-time), Tiger Wings (one-time). The transition fee is calculated by 

'Tiger Wings Transition User' price with current user number. Example: A 10-user-firm should pay 10x150 USD = 1500 USD

─ Product training explanations

Tiger Wings Enterprise transition from up-to-date ERP solutions

Users can switch to Logo Tiger Wings (subscription) from Logo GO Wings  (subscription). 

• When the Logo GO Wings (subscription) solution expires, users will be charged with the price of Logo Tiger Wings (subscription) directly. 

• If transitions to be made while the rental period of the lease solution is in progress, the period between the date of transition and the dates when the solution will 

expire is taken into consideration and the rental value is calculated for this period. Afterwards, the rental price of the existing product is deducted from the upgraded 

product's rental price.

Foreign Trade includes Import and Export modules.

─ Additional products and services

Invoice of the product that is upgraded and the disclaimer contract should be delivered to Logo.

Tiger Wings Enterprise transition from terminated ERP solutions

Invoice of the product that is upgraded and the disclaimer contract should be delivered to Logo.

If transition users have optional modules specified in the subscription price list, no payment is charged to transition users. For the followings years, related modules are 

charged as monthly/yearly according to requirements. 

The terminated ERP solutions' users (except GO 3, Tiger 3, GO Wings and Tiger Wings(one-time)) can transite to Tiger Wings (subscription). 

The transition fee is calculated by 'Tiger Wings Transition User' price with current user number. The optional modules specified in the subscription price list are charged 

as monthly/yearly according to requirements. 

Logo Tiger Wings Suggested Price List  Valid from January 20, 2022.


